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“Victorious warriors win first then go to
war, while defeated warriors go to war
then seek to win.”
– Sun Tzu

So that is what we are at D&S…
Strategic Warriors.
That is how we win for our clients.

DUVAL & STACHENFELD LLP
REAL ESTATE LITIGATION

Duval & Stachenfeld LLP (the “Firm”) has dramatic
competitive advantages over other law firms in real
estate litigation, and we are quite pleased to use these
advantages on behalf of our clients.
In a nutshell, our litigators use our powerful Real
Estate Pure Play lawyers to put rocket-fuel in their
litigation tank in ways no other firm has done – or
can do. Here is how it all works…

The Real Estate Pure Play
Rocket Fuel Backdrop
The Firm is known as “The Pure Play in Real Estate
Law®.” Indeed, we have one of the largest, if not the
largest, real estate department, in New York City.

Our real estate lawyers have hundreds of years of
experience in the real estate world, which, unlike
most other real estate practices, is all throughout
the capital stack. We have so called: “joint venture
lawyers” – “lender lawyers” – “developer lawyers”
– “zoning lawyers” – “REIT lawyers” – “workout
lawyers” – “real estate fund formation lawyers” –
“leasing lawyers” – and lawyers with just about every
other specialty throughout the real estate industry.

Our real estate partners can “look at” a
real estate deal that might be the subject
of litigation and in literally minutes
know how it was put together.

However, size is not in-and-of-itself an arbiter
of quality. That is evidenced by the quality of
the lawyers. In this regard, we have a heavy
concentration of Ivy-League-educated lawyers.
For example, our managing partner, the heads of
our Litigation, Nonprofit and Capital Markets
departments, and a number of our other partners are
all Harvard Law graduates. And many of the other
partners are also Ivy League law school graduates.

We have recognized the incredible power that our
Real Estate Pure Play gives us, so every year we look
for ways to expand and enhance it. This has become
a powerful virtuous cycle as the Pure Play invites in
the best real estate lawyers – and keeps them here –
for what better place to develop a career in real estate
law. And it also attracts the best real estate clients
– and keeps them here – for there is simply no place
to get better advice and expertise regarding the legal
and business aspects of the real estate industry.

Our client roster is comprised
of many of the top players in the
real estate world.

As a result of our relentless focus on the real estate
industry, we know how the real estate world works,
how it flows, how deals are put together, what is
important and who is important, and how people in
the industry think.
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During the Global Financial Crisis
of 2009, our Distressed Real Estate
Practice Group was the largest in New
York City and through it we litigated
and/or worked out billions of dollars
of troubled real estate.
Our real estate partners can “look at” a real estate
deal that might be the subject of litigation and in
literally minutes know how it was put together –
what the different parties were thinking – where the
pressure points were when they set it up (often the
guaranties) – and how to take advantage of these
pressure points – or defend against others doing so.
All of this is particularly useful when deals turn into
litigation, or potential litigation, because, as noted,
our expertise encompasses the entire capital stack. In
formulating strategy, we not only know what we and
our clients are thinking, but we also know what our
adversaries are thinking and, even more meaningfully,
what their counsel is advising the other side to do.
This is a strong advantage for our clients.
In case you are wondering whether this is just
marketing fluff, we invite you to take a few moments
to look at the case studies at the end of this brochure.
These are actual examples of how our real estate
lawyers added specific and powerful value to our
litigators in real estate matters.

Finally, it bears mention that when real estate
markets go down – which they of course do from
time to time – our real estate lawyers and litigators
team up to form a super-strong Distressed Real
Estate Practice Group. This is to help our clients
in trouble defend against attackers and to help our
clients seeking to capitalize to do so in a manner
that optimizes their risk/reward profile. During the
Global Financial Crisis of 2009, our Distressed Real
Estate Practice Group was the largest in New York
City and through it we litigated and/or worked out
billions of dollars of troubled real estate.

The Real Estate Litigators
The Firm’s real estate litigation practice is led by
Harvard Law School graduate, former Assistant
US Attorney and Cravath alumnus, Allan Taffet.
A major institutional client said jokingly in a
casual email several years ago: “We love Allan, he
never loses.” Allan himself will insist that this is
an exaggeration, but the perception is grounded in
reality. Allan wins and/or coaches his clients into
optimal settlements on a routine basis. This is the
reason Allan’s major institutional clients – Credit
Suisse, Deutsche Bank and BNY Mellon – have sent
him work year after year (dating back more than 20
years in one instance).
The real estate litigation team includes five
additional litigation partners, each with more than
15 years of litigation experience.1
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Tim Pastore – a former JAG and Special Assistant
U.S. Attorney who won over fifty cases in a row as a
military and federal prosecutor – and didn’t lose a
single case! Talk about “never losing…..”
Brian Burns – is a trial lawyer with a knack for
winning big cases. His recent victories include
obtaining the complete dismissal of a $30 million
case in Illinois state court and prevailing (completely)
in a $40 million arbitration after a three-week trial.
Kirk Brett – his creativity and aggressiveness have
saved the day so often that he is informally known as
“The Wolf ” from the movie, Pulp Fiction.
Josh Klein – a staunch advocate for his clients, Josh
regularly appears in state and federal courts across
the country. Josh has been at the Firm since law
school graduation – and now for close to 17 years.
He has long since become imbued with the interplay
between the Firm’s renowned real estate practice
and litigation. In this vein, he has litigated – and
arbitrated – a vast panoply of real estate litigation
matters throughout his career.
Keith Blackman – a Harvard Law School graduate
who has sixteen years of litigation and arbitration
experience. Managing Partner Bruce Stachenfeld
calls Keith the “Quiet Killer” – and Keith wears that
label with pride as his draftsmanship is so precise
and incisive that he “quietly” can indeed “win on the
papers” – which he has achieved through motion
practice many times both in court and at arbitration.

It bears mention that many litigation
matters are settled by arbitration,
typically because the real estate
documentation requires such. When
this happens our real estate litigators
literally “lick their chops.”
The Firm’s real estate litigators are constantly in and
out of the Commercial Division of the New York
State Supreme Court, the locus of most New York
real estate-related disputes. They know the judges,
the procedural games and, most importantly, how
to win.
They also litigate in other jurisdictions around the
country, such as in the Delaware Court of Chancery.
Indeed, wherever our clients are in trouble, there you
will find our team.
It bears mention that many litigation matters are
settled by arbitration, typically because the real estate
documentation requires such. When this happens
our real estate litigators literally “lick their chops.”
Why is this? Because our real estate litigation
team has handled hundreds – yes, hundreds – of
arbitration matters and have (probably) more
expertise in arbitrations than any other law firm.
We say “probably” here because there are no statistics
we are aware of. Our team’s expertise in all the
procedural issues inherent in arbitration gives them
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a dramatic advantage over other less experienced law
firms. And our litigators cheerfully take advantage of
their adversaries’ inexperience on behalf of our clients.

The Way We Do It
– The Way We Win –
Strategic Warriors
Our real estate litigators call themselves “Strategic
Warriors.” We do not do this just to have a cutesy
title. We give ourselves this title for a reason – it is
to constantly remind ourselves about the way we
practice. To examine what we mean in some detail:
First, we are Warriors: Like the warrior caste of
every culture, we abide by a code. We fight to win.
We fight at the time and place of our choosing. We
do not cower before our adversaries, but welcome a
confrontation as a chance to inflict maximal pain on
those who attack our clients. As lawyers, we fight
on the law, we fight on the facts, we fight on the
procedure, we fight on the venue and we fight on the
merits. But at the same time …

We are rational, intelligent actors,
and dare-we-say “brilliant”
strategic thinkers.
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For every real estate litigation we
assign a real estate partner – with
particular expertise in deal-work in
the area from which the litigation
arises – to be part of the team.
Second, we are Strategic: We do not fight for
fighting’s sake. We are not what we like to call a
“pointless pit-bull,” a dog that, once released from its
leash, thoughtlessly attacks until either nothing is left
standing or the dog itself is killed. To the contrary,
we are rational, intelligent actors, and dare-we-say
“brilliant” strategic thinkers. Where we have the
advantage, we attack and where the circumstances
call for a conciliatory posture, then that is the one we
will take.
As a brief aside, note that we “love” to be opposite
a so-called “pit-bull” litigator – they can be so
easy to take advantage of. Their chest-hammering
sometimes makes clients “feel” good, but litigators
are paid to win and we routinely outmaneuver these
pit-bulls by adding our "strategy" to the mix.
So that is what we are at D&S... Strategic Warriors.
That is how we win for our clients.

How We Are Different – And
How These Differences Make
us Better – Our Competitive
Advantages
Here are twelve – yes, twelve – ways we are different
from other law firms – and the reasons why these
differences matter and give us a competitive advantage
over other law firms in real estate litigation:
We Work With The Real Estate Lawyers – for every
real estate litigation, we assign a real estate partner
– with particular expertise in deal-work in the area
from which the litigation arises – to be part of the
team – to think – to advise – to brainstorm – to test
out arguments – and most importantly, to come up
with alternative theories that a “plain old litigator”
would probably not see.
We Are Strategic Warriors – we combine strategic
thinking plus a warrior mentality to win our cases.
We Are Not Afraid to go to Trial – this is in our
Warrior DNA. This dramatically differentiates us
from many law firms – even major law firms – which
always seem to settle right before the trial. Maybe
they just get scared of mixing it up in a public battle
and communicate their fear to their clients. That is
just not how our Strategic Warriors operate – if the
optimal risk/reward for our clients merits a trial, well
then bring it on!

Our Real Estate Group is on the Job When a
Litigation Turns into a Workout – many times
– yes, many times – litigation matters turn into
workouts and restructurings. Then restructurings
turn into litigation – and back again. Imagine what
it would be like if you only had a litigation firm on
the job. They would be incentivized to “not” turn
a litigation into a consensual workout since they
couldn’t do the work or, worse yet, do the real estate
workout without the necessary workout experience.
Of course we don’t have this problem as our real
estate and litigation groups are working together and
easily passing the baton back and forth as a matter
morphs from litigation to a workout and vice versa.
We Are the Best and Sometimes a Unique Choice
for a Client That Wants to Take on a Major Real
Estate Player – by happenstance we are not a megalaw-firm. Although we are “big” in real estate, we are
overall a small-sized firm. If a client wants to take on
a major real estate player, the odds are that the major
law firms are conflicted and the small firms are not
necessarily competent to do so. We are one of the
only – and perhaps the only – law firms in the real
estate world that are likely not conflicted and have
the skill set to take on major players successfully.
We Don’t Bait and Switch Our Clients – this
happens at other firms when the client meets the
“incredibly cool and smooth-tongued” pitch-master
partner at the initial pitch meeting. This partner
makes clear how great his firm’s litigation practice
is, usually citing cases for major clients. The client is
duly wowed, but then that is the last time the client
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ever sees this lawyer, as the legal work is handled by a
fifth-year, or even more junior, associate of pedestrian
quality. At D&S, the partners you meet at the pitch
are the Strategic Warriors who do the work.

Our real estate and litigation groups
are working together and easily
passing the baton back and forth
as a matter morphs from litigation
to a workout and vice versa.
We Don’t Run the Meter on our Clients – repeat...
we don’t run the meter on our clients. We know
how scary litigation is for a client, because the
litigator has every incentive to escalate the battle
for the obvious reason that the bigger the battle the
more money the litigator makes. We do the exact
opposite here. We escalate disputes and go to trial
only when it makes sense for the client to do so, and
we pick the “right” moment when the adversary is
weakest to recommend settlement. This is why our
clients come back again and again. Indeed, our two
biggest litigation clients consistently have increased
their legal spend with us over the last decade.
We Give 100% for ALL of our Clients – Some
firms treat their big clients well, but treat smaller
“one off ” clients a bit, well, differently. We are not
that firm. We work to over-satisfy EVERY client,
regardless of whether we are handling the first matter
for the client or the one-hundredth. Our new
10
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client can feel the difference between the treatment
they receive here as against other firms, and they
inevitably turn into repeat clients even if they
thought they never would.
We Have A Mission to Help Our Clients Grow
Their Businesses – you might think “what does
that have to do with litigation?” The answer is “you
would be surprised!” We know close-to-everyone
in the real estate industry and what they care
about. For example, we have used to advantage our
knowledge that some types of industry players are
so petrified of reputational damage that they will
rush to the settlement table at the mere whiff of
such a claim. Alternatively, our enormous client and
relationship base – with thousands of counterparties
– has given us relationships with potential “white
knights” that might be able to turn a brutal litigation
battle into a win/win settlement for all affected parties.
Multi-Partner Brainstorming Sessions –
if there really is trouble for our client we press the
emergency switch and invite all real estate partners
and all real estate litigators to lunch. Usually ten or
more partners show up. And there is a no-holdsbarred brainstorming session. If there is a solution,
we will find it. And even if there is not a solution,
we will find a solution anyway. We can’t let our
client down.
Fewer Conflicts – sometimes just being small is very
useful because there are many mega-players in the
real estate world who are “not” our clients. We have
no trouble being adverse to these parties and have

taken on major investment banks and major telecom
players, to the chagrin of these parties.
We Have a Hedgehog – if you have interacted with
us before, you probably know about our hedgehog.
In brief, the hedgehog stands for the proposition
that we really care about our clients and lawyers and
not just because the lawyers bill hours and the clients
give us money, but because there is something special
in the relationship. In litigation situations this
hedgehog is more important than ever. Our client’s
life is on the line and the hedgehog means that there
is simply no way under the sun that we can let our
client down.

Case Studies and Stories
Here are some examples of specific cases where the
key differentiators played a major role in our getting
a great result for our client:2
Case Study Number One:
Our client issued a $60 million loan for a real estate
development project, and then sold the loan to
another bank. Years later, the real estate developer
sued our client and the other bank. At the very
beginning of the case, our Strategic Warrior spoke
to one of our real estate partners, who immediately
recognized the funding agreement as being based on
a form created by another firm. Within five minutes,
our real estate partner pointed out the interaction
2

Prior results do not guarantee similar outcomes.

of two key indemnity provisions in the 90-page
funding agreement. Based on those provisions, we
were able to have the other bank pay for our entire
representation in the case (which we later ended
through a successful motion to dismiss).

Case Study Number Two:
Our client - a multi-billion dollar securitized trust was sold a close-to-$100 million dollar commercial
mortgage loan secured by a shopping mall which
the originating investment bank failed to disclose
was fraught with environmental problems. The
client went to three other major law firms for
representation – all either said there was no case or
were unable to come up with a coherent theory for
the case. We came up with not one, but two, theories
and took on the investment bank. The client settled
before trial for over $60 million for a property that
contemporaneously appraised for close to zero.

Case Study Number Three:
Our client was a participant in a mezzanine loan,
with virtually no rights and little in the way of other
resources. The lead lender acquired the mortgage
loan and planned to take the property through
a deed-in-lieu, which would wipe out the mezz
position (and our client’s interest). The client felt
that the lead had engaged in fraud (by inducing the
client to purchase the participation interest), but
the client was also unsure that it would be able to
bear the cost of litigation to the end. Our real estate
partners knew the lead was a major player in the real
estate world, and was in the midst of raising a new
fund – and thus would not be able to bear the stigma
Real Estate Litigation Practice Group  Duval & Stachenfeld LLP
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of being accused of fraud. Our Strategic Warrior
drafted a complaint – titled “Complaint for Fraud”
– and sent it to opposing counsel before filing. We
reached a settlement the next day, with a full return
of the client’s investment, plus interest.

Case Study Number Four:
Our client was left with a nearly worthless
commercial shopping mall and was prepared to
advance a lone claim in litigation to try to restore
value for its investors. Our real estate partner looked
at the documentation – knowing where the holes
were likely to be – and came up with a second and
stronger claim. Now we had two claims instead of
one and the counterparty was forced to defend in
multiple directions.

Case Study Number Five:
Our client, a major institutional bank, signed a term
sheet which contemplated a construction loan for
a large project in Manhattan. The market turned,
and the loan was no longer appealing for the bank
– and thus the bank declined to move forward with
definitive loan documents. The proposed borrower
sued, asserting a variety of “lender liability” claims
including fraud. Our Strategic Warrior – backed by
guidance from a real estate partner as to how these
term sheets were typically worded – recognized the
case as being utterly without merit, and not worthy
of settlement. Accordingly, we refused to entertain
settlement discussions and instead filed a motion to
dismiss. The Manhattan Court dismissed the case
with prejudice, and the decision was unanimously
upheld on appeal.
12
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Case Study Number Six:
Our client was a commercial tenant in an older
two-story building located in an up-and-coming area
of Brooklyn. The landlord decided to try to clear
the building so as to re-develop the space and take
advantage of market conditions. The landlord thus
used the tenant’s lack of compliance with various
land use requirements as a means to call a default
under the lease. Our Strategic Warrior huddled with
our land use expert, and formulated a strategy to keep
the landlord at bay so as to retain the space.
We thereafter filed an action in State Court in
Brooklyn and obtained a so-called Yellowstone
injunction – which prevented the landlord from
taking further steps to terminate the tenancy. This
injunction provided the client with sufficient time
(about 15 months), to fully address all permit and
land use issues, and the landlord was forced to
withdraw its default notice.

Case Study Number Seven:
Our client financed an iconic Park Avenue office tower
and then sold the loan in a CMBS securitization. After
the loan defaulted many years later, the special servicer
for the loan trust demanded that our client repurchase
the $110 million loan, claiming that our client had not
provided adequate disclosure about the ground lease
guarantors. One of our real estate finance partners who
specializes in CMBS matters quickly explained the flaw
in the special servicer’s theory: the loan documents
did not require any disclosure about the ground lease
guarantors. Armed with this information, our Strategic
Warriors sent a forceful response and the special servicer
never even filed a lawsuit against our client.

The D&S Strategic Warriors
Allan Taffet has been the Chair of the D&S
Litigation Department for 15 years, and has
been a litigator for more than 32 years. Allan is a
Harvard Law School graduate. He began his career
at Cravath, Swaine & Moore; and later spent six
years in the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Manhattan,
where he held supervisory positions in the Civil
Division. Allan has had the privilege of representing
longstanding clients Credit Suisse (for more than 20
years) and Deutsche Bank (for more than a dozen
years) in all manner of commercial litigation –
including real estate disputes encompassing CMBS
and RMBS “put back” cases, ground lease reset
disputes and contested financings.
Keith Blackman is a Harvard Law School graduate
with sixteen years of experience in litigating and
arbitrating complex matters. Keith cut his teeth
as a surpassing litigator through his nine-year stint at
the international law firm, Debevoise and Plimpton,
before joining the firm. He is a skilled writer who
frequently wins “on the papers” without the need for
a costly trial – or even burdensome discovery. Keith
has recently secured the dismissal of a $363 million
lawsuit brought in a California federal court, a $123
million lawsuit brought in Illinois state court and a
$15 million arbitration brought before FINRA. Keith
demonstrates his keen intellect and tactical abilities
weekly, as he has vanquished the Saturday New York
Times crossword every week for ten years running.

Kirk Brett has been litigating for over 25 years,
and has handled all types of real estate related
matters. He is effective for several reasons. First,
he is known for being a creative strategist – he sees
legal arguments that others don’t and creates novel
strategies, and he finds leverage and settlement
angles in the most difficult situations. Second, he
comes off as credible and trustworthy, and does
extremely well in court as a result. He is also able
to adopt two personalities as necessary – he can be
reasonable and polite in dealing with adversaries; but
he can also bring the hammer down on adversaries
that act like jerks or who try to play the “pit-bull”
game. Kirk has deep experience in multiple areas
of real estate litigation, including disputes between
borrowers and lenders, landlords and tenants, and
joint venture partners.
Brian Burns is a trial lawyer who graduated from
Columbia Law School. Brian excels as a litigation
strategist – he has an excellent record of devising
“big picture” strategies that ultimately lead to the
granting of a dispositive motion in his client’s
favor. His strategic thinking serves his clients well
at trial, where he keeps a laser focus on developing
a persuasive narrative that drives home the key
themes needed for victory. Brian’s extensive real
estate litigation experience includes contested
financings, ground lease reset disputes, busted
joint ventures, lease interpretations, commercial
mortgage-backed securities (“put-back”) cases,
and property access disputes. Brian has been a
hopelessly incorrigible strategist since he started
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playing chess and Chinese Checkers at age 4.
Nowadays, he likes to relax after a long day of
litigating with a nice competitive squash match.
Josh Klein has been a litigator for more than sixteen
years. He is a smart and insightful attorney and a
fierce advocate for his clients. Josh has successfully
handled innumerable real estate litigation matters,
ranging from the mundane (such as commercial
landlord/tenant disputes; applications for
“Yellowstone” and preliminary injunctions; City of
New York Fire Department violations; discharging
of Mechanic’s Liens; and construction litigation)
to the highly complex (such as RMBS and CMBS
litigation, so-called “put back” cases on behalf
of institutional clients, securitization a “tranche
warfare” and much more). Josh can literally be
reached at all hours – including as early as 4:00 am,
when he’s usually on the road driving his children to
swim practice.
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Tim Pastore is trial lawyer with over 20 years of
experience – including in a large, national firm,
and on behalf of the United States as a military
prosecutor (USAF JAG) and Special Assistant U.S.
Attorney. Tim has the unique ability to analyze a
complicated set of facts and law and make them
simple for judges and juries. This has brought
great success for his clients in hearings and trials
in courts across the country – for CMBS lenders,
loan servicers, trustees, funds, institutions, family
offices, high net worth individuals, and other clients
represented by Tim. In fact, Tim has won over fifty
trials in the course of his career. Tim has particular
experience with commercial foreclosures, repurchase
claims, fair value purchase options, loan servicing
disputes, partnership fights, and many other
disputes involving commercial real property. Tim
is a competitor inside and outside the courtroom –
having been the captain of two varsity sports in high
school and a Division I basketball player.

www.dsllp.com
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